Abstract: By using of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and temperature scanning rotational viscosimetry the specific phase transition we study in the heated suspensions of phages (S d , DDVI) modeling the process of injection of the genetic material from the phage: the transition of interphage ds-DNA from the state of intramolecular liquid crystal into the coiled state of ds-DNA. The other conformational rearrangements represent the thermal denaturation of the coat proteins and helix-coil transition in DNA. We detect that: 1 ds-DNA output from the phage head (capsid), induced by temperature, not accompanied by any thermal (endo-or exo-) heat effects (temperature interval 48-60 ЊC; DSC sensitivity 0.4 W/cm). 2 ds-DNA output from the capsid, increase of the suspension viscosity at least 100-times (!) and recent experiments reveal that it is not one-step process; we have at least two distinct phases of outlet of genetic material, manifesting, that there are strong interactions between the DNA sites and some proteins inside the capsid. It is not excluded that kinetic factors also regulate this ejection process. 3 According to our working hypothesis the main factors of the DNA condensation and packaging in viruse head and after its ejection through the hole with diameter close to ds-DNA's, are caused by the surrounded solution 'quality' and so-called 'hydration forces' between ds-DNA parallel packaged segments and, more exactly, by the difference of this parameters inside and outside the capsid of the phage.
INTRODUCTION
'Are phages (and other viruses) living? Now we realize that all viruses are small pieces of genetic material (DNA or RNA), each enclosed within a protective protein-rich coat that facilitates its transportation from one cell to another. As long as the phage chromosome is tightly enclosed within the capsid (protein coat), it cannot provide the information to direct the synthesis of either new chromosomes or new coat protein molecule' [1] .
Except biological there are some interesting problems from physical point of view: How is the genetic material-the double stranded DNA (ds-DNA) packed inside the coat protein shell of the small internal volume? What does the interphage DNA tertiary structure represent and in what thermodynamic state of ds-DNA inside the phage capsid is? What is the main physical mechanism of injection of the bacteriophage genetic material (ds-DNA) into the cell (or surrounding aqueous media)?
We can solve this problem by means of thermodynamic and hydrodynamic techniques studying the whole bacterial viruses (S d , DDVI) and the phages main subcomponents: the protein coat and the ds-DNA separately in the temperature interval 0-110 ЊC (see for example [2, 3] ).
From X-ray scattering studies [4, 5] , it is known that the interphage DNA has a highly ordered structure and most its strands are parallel to the neighboring ones. The electron microscopy has shown that gently disrupted capsid nucleic acid is mainly organized in a concentric shells (rings) [6, 7] and inside the phage head DNA external layer parts were observed in a concentric circle arcs or a parallel longitudinal arrays [8] . Numerous X-ray and optical investigations [9, 10] have confirmed that inside the phage capsid ds-DNA in its sugar phosphate backbone does not include disordered parts and has the B-form-family secondary structure. The packed DNA chemical modification indicating the difference between the structure of interphage DNA and free aqueous DNA [11] [12] [13] is explained either by the presence of 'kinking' in the packaged DNA or by the interactions between the nucleic acid with the coat and internal capsid proteins. On the other hand, Raman spectroscopy measurements of P22 virion suggest that non-B form DNA can account for no more than 1% of their packaged DNA [14] .
The DNA arrangement in the phage head as 'spool of thread' [4] explaining the experimental data sufficiently well is thought to be a currently favored model. However, there are alternative models supposing a presense of sharp folds (kinks) in the interphage DNA [15] : the 'nematic liquid crystal' [16] and 'spiral fold' model [17] (see also [18] ).
In agreement with the theoretical model [19, 20] the ds-DNA inside the capsid represents the persistent chain which is located in spherical cavity in globular state and clear expresses liquid crystal order, interacts with coat proteins and can 'reptate' in surrounding aqueous medium through a hole with diameter close to DNA's one. The remaining in the capsid DNA part keeps the globular state whereas leaving the protein shell DNA duplex is in the coil state. Accordingly, the DNA gradual ejection from the phage head can be considered as the peculiar globule to coil transition.
Hence we will study the specific phase transition in the heated phage suspension (modeling the process of injection of genetic material into the cell): the transition of interphage ds-DNA from the state of intramolecular liquid crystal into the coiled state ds-DNA (Fig. 1) . The others transitions represent the thermal denaturation of coat proteins and helix-coil transition in the DNA double helix (Fig. 1) .
Therefore the aims of this paper are study of: (i) the cooperative conformational reorganisations taking place in the phage suspension under temperature change including thermoinduced ds-DNA ejection from the phage capsid (Fig. 1) . (The DSC is the adequate method for this task). (ii) Detailed hydrodynamic analysis of suspension in the temperature intervals of detected transitions and study of the kinetic behaviour of the viscosity in this interval. This kinetic behaviour is studied by using the specially constructed temperature scanning rotational (Zimm-Crothers type) viscometer. (iii) The formulation of the physical model of the process of ds-DNA injection from phage capsid.
EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The bacteriophage S d of high concentration and purity was obtained as described in [2] . It is well known that this coli-phage represents icosahedr (diameter ¼ 30 nm, length ¼ 24 nm) with short tail (3 nm); protein content 55%; DNA 45%. MW of DNA 47-48 × 10 6 Da. Concentration of DNA in solution and phages in suspensions determined spectrophotometricaly (1 mg DNA in 1 mL ¼ 0.018 OD and 0.024 OD, respectively, OD is optical density). Protein determined by Lowry method.
The bacteriophage DDV1 was obtained in glass fermenter (capacity 10 L) as described earlier [3] ; Concentration and purification were carried out on DEAE cellulose and with use differential centrifugation. The highly purified phage suspensions were obtained by additional ultracentrifugation in CsCl density gradient followed by dialysis. This phage has more long tail, 125 nm. DNA content 50%. MW of DNA is 110 × 10 6 Da.
METHODS
The apparent heat capacity (Cp) measurements were carried out using the capillary differential scanning calorimeters DASM-4 and DASM 4A (Poushcino, Russia) [21] with operational volume of the calorimetric cells 0.6 mL and operational temperature range ¹10 to þ120 ЊC. The Cp measurement error did not exceed 1-2%.
Phage suspension rheological features have been studied by scanning temperature rotation viscometer of Zimm-Crothers type. Continuous heating is achieved by using circulating bath with different heating rates. The value of viscosity is processed in real time by PC through the home built interface. Special programme calculate the value and temperature dependence of the specific viscosity: sp ¼ ( -o )/C o , where ¼ viscosity of solution, 0 ¼ viscosity of solvent, C ¼ concentration. The working volume of the viscometer was 0.6 mL; the temperature was measured with accuracy 0.2 K; the error of measurement of specific viscosity did not exceed 5%. Figure 2 shows the specific heat capacity (at constant pressure) vs. temperature curve for the phage S d suspension. We see the intensive heat absorption peaks in the three temperature ranges which are The DNA melting heat absorption peak exhibits the fine structure, typical for this DNA in isolated form [22] . The isolating DNA melting enthalpy and DNA denaturation enthalpy in the composition of phage coincide but the melting temperatures are somewhat different. Essential difference, however, revealed when we study the melting process reversibility: only about 80% of DNA initial structure are restored after denaturation of isolating DNA in solution, whereas DNA reverses its initial conformation almost completely and restores the fine structure of heat absorption peak in the presence of protein components of viruses (Fig. 2b) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results
This results allow us to suppose that ligands (such as phage head proteins or polypeptide chain fragments) interacting with ds-DNA in some its sites and preventing from the total unwinding of double helix, however, did not change the DNA secondary structure stabilisation energy.
DSC studies show the absence of any thermal effects in the phage suspension at the temperatures less than 60 ЊC (in the interval 20-60 ЊC). However the phage suspension viscosity increases abruptly in the temperature interval 48-60 ЊC (Fig. 3) . Above given temperature interval corresponds to S d phage genome release according to electron microscopy data [23] . It should be also noted that before DNA reptation process starting the modification of virus particle takes place (e.g. structural changes in basal plate, release from 'cork'). We detect only the heat capacity increase (Ϸ64 ЊC), that probably corresponding with the coat protein hydrophobic group-water interactions, because when part of ds-DNA is released from phage head (60 ЊC) water percolate inside the interior of head and occupies the free volume.
In such a manner, ds-DNA output from capsid, induced by temperature, not accompanied by any thermal (endo-or exo-) heat effects (temperature interval 48-60 ЊC; DSC sensitivity 0.4 W/cm). So the temperature induced 'injection' of genetic material of phages has entropic nature or in this process is totally compensated by the thermal effects of opposite sign. In both cases the Nature selects the way with minimal energetic cost for injection of the genetic material of viruses into the cell.
ds-DNA output from capsid, increase of the viscosity of suspension at least 100-fold (!) and recent rheology experiments reveal that it is not one-step process (see Fig. 3) ; we have at least two distinct phases of outlet of genetic material (48-60 ЊC and 65-72 ЊC), manifesting that there is a strong interaction between the DNA and some proteins inside the capsid. We underlined this when analysed the process of reversibility after denaturation of the whole phages (see Fig. 2 ). It is not excluded that kinetic factors also regulate this ejection process (see below). The helix-coil transition in DNA (85-90 ЊC) naturally accompanied by sharp decreasing of the viscosity (Fig. 3) . Figure 4 represents the temperature dependence of the heat capacity (Cp) and viscosity for the DDV1 phage suspensions at different ionic strengths. As figure shows, intense heat absorption was observed at 86 ЊC transcending the temperature region in which the viscosity of the suspension sharply increased (50-60 ЊC). As we demonstrate increase in the viscosity of bacteriophage suspensions on temperature exposure is linked with reptation ('screeping out') of double helical DNA from the phage head into the surrounding medium. (This is also indicated by electron microscopy study of phages at different temperature [23] .) In agreement with data obtained in the suspensions of S d phages, this process of reptation of genetic material from the phage head into solution is not accompanied by thermal effect. As for the destruction of the particles themselves, i.e. the melting of the nucleoprotein complex, in the conditions (1 SSC) indicated this process occurs in the 80-90 ЊC interval and (as also to be expected) that is accompanied by a sharp fall in the viscosity associated with unwinding of the double helix and passage of the polynucleotide chains in the statistical coiled state. Increasing in the ionic strength at first led to appearance of an inflection in the heat absorption curve (Fig. 4b ) and then to clear separation of the processes of thermal denaturation for double helical DNA and proteins (Fig. 4) (the high temperature peak in both cases refers to the helix-coil transition of DNA and is accompanied by sharp fall in the viscosity). It should be noted that the process of thermal denaturation of DNA in the presence of a protein component is fully reversible (Fig. 4c) supporting the existence of a few but quite strong sites of interaction of the proteins and DNA.
Obtained experimental results of temperature-induced phage DNA injection and suggested statisticmechanical model of DNA packaging and reptation from phage [19, 20] illustrate that the physical state of surrounding solution and that of filled the capsid one is the dominant factor making the nucleic acid to leave the coat protein shell.
The contraction of the tail of phage plays important role in the injection probably only in the step when phage attaches the outer membrane of host cell (release from 'cork').The main factors of the DNA condensation and packaging in virus head and after its ejection through the hole with diameter close to DNA's are caused by the solution 'quality' and more exactly by the difference of it inside and outside the shell. The solution 'quality' can particularly reflects such phenomena as: the double helix hydration specificity expressed in hydration layers structural microheterogeneity [24] ; the DNA hydration change in transition processes within the double stranded conformation [24] ; the various ions influence on the water structure; the DNA and coat protein shell interaction accompanying the reorganisation of hydration layers structure [25] , and finally, such phenomenon as the presence of so call 'hydration forces' [26] between interphage DNA parallel packaged segments.
The next problem is: how important the kinetic factors in the regulation of the process of injection of the genetic material of viruses?
We study the hydrodynamic behaviour of the virus suspension inside two temperature intervals, when temperature induced ejection of DNA take place: at temperatures 60 ЊC and 70 ЊC. Figures 5 and 6 present the specific viscosity for phage suspensions vs. time, at 60 and 70 ЊC, respectively. We see absolutely different kinetical character of reptation of DNA from the phage particle into the solution. 6 Mathematical models of the time dependence of the released of ds-DNA (L out /L)(%) from phage head (according [19, 20] ; see also [27] ). L out released DNA length, L total contour length of DNA. Model A:
Dynamic and kinetic of reptation of the ds-DNA (comparison of the experimental and the theoretical data)
As suggested in [19, 20] , and we see experimentally, the DNA ejection from the phage is a gradual process and is not realized by the principle of all-or-none transition: the phage nucleic acid can move ('reptate') through the channel (bacteriophage's tail tube with diameter in the range of 2-5 nm) only as a one duplex string crowling along its own axis. So the process of reptation can describe by using the equation [19, 20] :
where F is the free energy of system, L in the DNA length inside the phage at the moment t, (¹dF/dL in ) the 'moving force' of reptation-practically give information about lose the free energy (F) of the DNA; (dL in /dt) the velocity of the process, the friction coefficient.
The most important is the question about the nature of the friction coefficient (). Here possible three special circumstances: (A) maximum friction is occurred in the channel of tail: -Const; (B) in friction participate all of interphage DNA, ϳ L in ; (C) In the process of the decondensation of nucleic acid only one surface layer of the 'spool' participates in friction with internal surface of the capsid: ϳ L sur .
Certainly, in real systems functioning simultaneously all of this three mechanisms of friction [19, 20, 27] :
where coefficients ␤ and ␥ determined by using the character of the process of transformation of DNA out of the globular state. Different hypothesis is discussed in literature: (a) rotation of the globule of DNA as whole (so call model of 'rotation whole spool'); for this model ␥ ¼ 1 and ␤ close to zero, (b) the collective moving DNA molecule in the whole volume of globule ('moving model of ejection'; for this model ␤ ¼ 1 and ␥ close to zero). But friction in tail of phage present in all cases and is proportional to the tail length [19, 20] .
Decrease in DNA free energy guarantees the relaxation of DNA from interphage globule to coil outside the phage particle, according to the theory and can be determined by difference in the 'solvent quality' ⌬ ¼ eff ¹ (when eff and is the solvent quality in the moment of 'opening' of the channel in the tail and in the moment of packing of DNA inside the head, respectively. Theory predicts three qualitatively different characters of the dynamics of DNA reptation for three above mentioned cases [19] . Figure 6 represents the time dependence of the process of output of DNA molecule calculated according to the models A, B and C. We see that only model A is in a good agreement with the experimental data. Thus, kinetic of change of the viscosity at first step (60 ЊC), demonstrates more fast reptation of DNA and fast increase the viscosity (Fig. 5) . This corresponds the high value of ⌬ ¼ 100 and demonstrates the absence of interaction of DNA with interior surface of the phage capside ( ¼ 0) (curve 1 Fig. 6 ). On the contrary kinetic of the viscosity at the second step of ejection (70 ЊC) is in good agreement with the dependence 3d (Fig. 6 ). This coresponds with the case when ⌬ decreases 20-fold (!) (⌬ ¼ 5) and the interaction with the capside surface ( ¼ þ5). This demonstrates the strong interaction of DNA with the proteins of phages. The fact that this interactions definitely exists, we demonstrate by studying the completely reversible denaturation process of DNA in the presence of the phage particles (see. Fig. 2b) .
Finally, it is important to obtain information about the kinetic behavior of the specific viscosity for the phages with longest tail (for example the phages DDV1 or T2-T4).
CONCLUSIONS
1 ds-DNA output from capsid, induced by temperature, is not accompanied by any thermal (endo-or exo-) heat effects (temperature interval 48-60 ЊC; DSC sensitivity 0.4 W/cm). So the temperature induced 'injection' of the genetic material of phages has an entropic nature or in this process totally compensates the thermal effects with opposite sign. In both cases the Nature selects the way with minimal energetic cost for injection of the genetic material of the viruses into the cell.
2 ds-DNA output from capsid, increases the viscosity of the suspension at least 100-fold (!) and recent rheology experiments reveal that it is not one-step process; we have at least two distinct phases of outlet of the genetic material, manifesting, that there are a strong interactions between the DNA sites and some proteins inside the capsid. It is not excluded that kinetic factors also regulate in this ejection process.
3 The contraction of the tail of phage play role in the injection probably only in the step when phage attaches to the outer membrane of host cell-the modification of virus particle takes place: structural changes in basal plate, release from 'cork'. The working hypothesis concerning physical mechanisms of injection can be formulated: The main factors of the DNA condensation and packaging in the virus head and after its ejection are caused by the surrounded solution 'quality' and so-called 'hydration forces' between ds-DNA parallel packaged segments, and more exactly, by the difference of this parameters inside and outside the capsid of the phage.
